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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The manufactured COVID pandemic has been a proverbial golden egg-laying goose for PAzer. Its

annual revenue is expected to reach $101.3 billion in 2022,  thanks to its COVID jab, which

doesn’t prevent infection or spread, and Paxlovid, an ineffective and dangerous COVID antiviral

that causes rebound. It would be comical if it weren’t so egregious.

And, PAzer’s coffers are more or less guaranteed to continue being Alled to the brim as the U.S.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices

(ACIP) has now added COVID-19 shots to the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine

schedules.

With this action, the CDC has secured PAzer’s (and Moderna’s) permanent liability shield so that

no one can sue them for damages for injuries and deaths occurring as a result of the shots. It

also opens the door for states to mandate the jab for school children, which guarantees a

continuous revenue stream.

That revenue stream may even exceed previous proAts, as PAzer raised the price on its COVID jab

by about 400%,  from $30  per jab to somewhere between $110 and $130, on the same day ACIP

voted to add the shot to the vaccine schedule. That price hike will take effect once the current

U.S. purchase program expires.

P/zer Hunts for the Next Blockbuster

As reported by Kaiser Health News (KHN),  “a fortune amassed in the COVID pandemic is now

paving the path to pharma nirvana: a weight loss pill likely worth hundreds of billions.” PAzer is

also hoping to develop blockbuster drugs for diabetes, migraines, ulcerative colitis, prostate

cancer and sickle cell disease, and is gobbling up smaller drug companies with promising

product portfolios.

A blockbuster drug may rake in billions, but that doesn’t mean it’s a blockbuster in the sense that

it’s effective, as we’ve seen with Paxlovid and the mRNA COVID shot. PAzer gets around this in

large part by being a “remarkable marketing machine,” to quote Timothy Calkins, a professor of

marketing at Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management.

Not only is PAzer spending big bucks on splashy advertising, they also work with contract

research Arms like ICON, which run medical research trials for drug companies and federal

agencies alike, thereby giving the drug companies the inside track on drug approvals.

PAzer also gets plenty of free help from the federal government which, in the case of COVID,

coerced millions with job loss threats into getting the shots, and implemented rules that ensure

hospitals and pharmacies will only prescribe certain COVID drugs, Paxlovid being one of them.

The Art of Really Big Lies

In a November 4, 2022, article,  clinical and public health physician Dr. David Bell discusses the

art — and price — of lying, noting that the more divorced a lie is from reality, the more likely it is to

succeed, thanks to the quirks of human nature and normal psychology:

“In a former role I had a boss who lied a lot. The lies were pure fantasy, but massive in

scope and delivered with sincerity. They were very successful.

This success was based on the reluctance of most people to consider that someone in a

position of authority in a humanitarian organization would completely ignore all

semblance of reality. People assumed the claims must be true as fabricating information

to that extent in those circumstances seemed to defy logic.

The principle of Really Big Lies is based on the lies being so divorced from reality that the

listener will assume their own perception must be Bawed, rather than doubt the claims of

the person telling the lies. Only an insane or ridiculous person would make such

outlandish claims, and a credible institution would not employ such a person.

Therefore, given that the institution is apparently credible, the statements must also be

credible, and the listener’s prior perception of reality was therefore Bawed. Lesser lies, by

contrast, are likely to be perceived as suFciently close to known reality to be

demonstrably wrong. Inventing truth can be more effective than bending it.”

I believe this is precisely the strategy employed by Big Pharma, health agencies, government

oacials and the deep state propaganda arm over the past three years. Their claims have been so

far from any semblance of reality, anyone aware of the facts has been left feeling more than a

little crazy.

Unfortunately, while most humans have a moral and ethical compass, few end up following it

when confronted by psychopaths in authority and the peer pressure to conform. As noted by Bell,

good team players almost always end up supporting false narratives, and those who refuse to go

along with what are clearly lies tend to be but a tiny minority.

Pro/t Through Deception

For decades, patient-centered health care has been the norm, and patients not only had the right,

but the duty, to participate in the planning and implementation of their care. This was enshrined

in the 1978 Declaration of Alma Ata  — a declaration adopted by the World Health Organization

“as the key to achieving an acceptable level of health throughout the world.”

However, as noted by Bell, centralized top-down health care is far more attractive to Big Pharma

investors. The primary obstacle to the corporatization and monetization of public health was

truth, and this obstacle was Anally (and formidably) overcome during the COVID pandemic. Bell

explains:

“COVID-19 proved that even this impediment to progress can be expunged through

consistent lying and the viliNcation of truth-tellers, backed by a well-managed behavioral

psychology campaign.

This pandemic response provided a template not only for vastly-increased corporate

income, but for job certainty and expansion of opportunity for the army of mostly-

Western bureaucrats and health professionals Nlling the oFces, meeting rooms and

business-class seats of its implementing organizations. COVID-19 made corporate

colonialism respectable again.

SuperNcially, COVID-19 appears a poor disease choice to facilitate a fundamental

societal reset.

Death is heavily concentrated in old age ... Severe cases are generally conNned to those

with life expectancies already shortened by metabolic diseases ... Countries that failed to

implement measures to restrict and impoverish their people ... had COVID-19 outcomes

similar to those that opted for lockdowns and other trappings of medical fascism.

Average hospital admissions in the UK and USA declined during the pandemic, not what

the public expects when a pathogen wreaks havoc. Lockdowns devastated economies ...

COVID vaccines have also been unhelpful as high vaccination rates failed to noticeably

impact infection and transmission ...

Thus, COVID-19 provided a hard bucket of facts to deal with, but this is just the situation

in which Really Big Lies can work. These were needed both to fool the public, and to

provide a structure within which health professionals could implement the policy.

Largely by playing on fear, divorcing data from context, and disseminating false

information widely and incessantly, a whole new belief system has been constructed in

public health to replace the evidence-based orthodoxy of former years.

Reality has been replaced with dogma so divorced from any basis in fact that it is easier

to go with the propaganda than deal with the dissonance that would otherwise result.”

The New Fantasy-Based Dogmas

The new fantasy-based beliefs that health care workers, patients, researchers, academics and

public health employees are now forced to embrace include the following, quoted from Bell’s

article:

Disease burden should be measured in raw mortality, and not include metrics such as life-

years lost. Hence an 85-year-old dying of a respiratory virus is equivalent to a 5-year-old

dying of malaria in terms of burden and urgency;

Medium and long-term harms due to poverty and reduced healthcare access should not

be considered when assessing the value of an intervention. A modelled effect on the

target pathogen is the only relevant metric;

It is appropriate to misinform the public on age-related risk and relative disease burden

and better to instill fear in order to achieve compliance with public-health directives;

Growth of viral transmission in a community follows an exponential curve, rather than a

steady deceleration (e.g. Gompertz curve) as the proportion of recovered (immune)

people accumulate;

Banning students from school for a year protects the elderly, while not locking in

generational poverty;

Cloth and surgical masks stop aerosolized virus transmission, and all meta-analyses of

randomized control trials (that show minimal or no effect) should be ignored;

Post-infection immunity to respiratory viruses is expected to be poor and short-lived,

whilst vaccines to a single viral protein will somehow produce much stronger immunity;

Immunity to viruses is best measured by antibody concentrations rather than T-cell

response or clinical outcomes;

Informed consent for vaccination should not include information on demonstrated risks,

as this could promote ‘vaccine hesitancy’;

It is appropriate to give a new gene-based pharmaceutical class in pregnancy that

crosses the placenta without any pregnancy trial data, toxicology studies, or long-term

outcomes data (in anyone);

Irrespective of the Convention on the Rights of the Child ‘In all actions concerning

children … the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration,’ it is appropriate

to inject children with drugs lacking long-term safety data in order to protect the elderly;

Pandemics are becoming more frequent and more deadly, despite the historical record,

and the progress of modern medicine, indicating quite the opposite.

Refusing the False Narratives Has Real Consequences

As Bell correctly points out, these new public health positions are not just slightly incorrect.

They’re all “either unethical or clear nonsense, contradicted by prior public health orthodoxy.”

Indeed, most are classical Orwellian doublespeak and 180 degrees from the truth.

But it’s the sharp break from factual reality that makes it impossible to question them because, if

you do, you’re now questioning “the entire current hierarchy of public health,” Bell says.

To quote Dr. Anthony Fauci, you’re not attacking him when you question his irrational eip-

eopping, you’re questioning science itself. If you question any of these fantasy-based beliefs,

you’re now a science-denier, and you’re putting your employment and reputation at risk.

Unfortunately, those risks are not imaginary.

“ The way out of this is simply to refuse to lie, or
cover for the lies of others ... [The] truth will catch
up, one day, with those who don’t ... It is far better
to leave early and live with dignity. ~ Dr. David
Bell”

The punishment for refusing these false narratives is very real and very severe. Many doctors and

scientists whose reputations and contributions to public health have been beyond reproach for

decades have been stripped of their medical licenses and lost their jobs for speaking out against

these COVID fallacies.

So, where do we go from here? How do we end the madness and return to reality-based public

health?

“Whilst growing their industry’s Nnances, public health professionals are degrading

themselves and betraying society,” Bell writes.  “The betrayal, based on incessant lying,

is something for which they will inevitably face consequences ...

Eventually, even the most dedicated followers will begin to question the sense of putting

on a mask at a restaurant door only to remove it 10 steps later, or vaccinating vast

populations against a disease to which they are already immune whilst they die of other

readily preventable diseases.

The way out of this is simply to refuse to lie, or cover for the lies of others ... [The] truth

will catch up, one day, with those who don’t ... It is far better to leave early and live with

dignity.”

Evil Genius: Creating the Market

If you’re paying attention, you’ve undoubtedly noticed that many drug companies, PAzer in

particular, are in the business of creating their own markets. PAzer released a COVID jab that

neither protects against infection nor prevents spread, thereby necessitating multiple boosters.

Its antiviral COVID drug Paxlovid causes rebound, necessitating multiple doses.

Now we And that the COVID jabs are also associated with increased rates of respiratory syncytial

virus (RSV) infection in children, and like clockwork, PAzer and Moderna start working on RSV

jabs. The CDC also aids by recommending kids get additional COVID shots. Is this a racket or

what!?

The Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN) is now demanding answers from the CDC about

the off-season spike in RSV rates,  which mysteriously arose in the wake of childhood injections

against COVID.

Moderna’s pediatric COVID jab trial showed those who got the jab had higher rates of RSV than

the placebo group. RSV was also one of the primary serious side effects in PAzer’s pediatric trial.

Now, all of a sudden, we’re seeing out-of-season RSV spikes in children. Coincidence? Make

them prove it. In a legal update, ICAN reports:

“The issue is so serious that even the FDA’s vaccine committee, VRBPAC, which normally

cheerleads even the most dangerous vaccine, noted the correlation and ‘stressed the

importance of continued post-authorization safety surveillance, in particular for … certain

respiratory infections (RSV and pneumonia) in the youngest age group ...’

Despite the noted importance of surveilling RSV post-authorization, no one at CDC or

FDA seems to be drawing a connection between the increase in RSV and the COVID-19

vaccines being administered to children.

Incredibly, the CDC just issued an ‘OFcial Health Advisory’  about the increase RSV and

respiratory virus cases and, in it, the CDC recommends all individuals 6 months and up

receive an inBuenza vaccine and a COVID-19 vaccine!

Not surprisingly, the press has missed the mark, too. While there are numerous articles

detailing the troubling increase in sick children, none reference COVID-19 vaccination

despite the data from the manufacturers’ trials.

To get to the bottom of this, on October 26, 2022, ICAN’s attorneys sent a letter  to the

CDC observing the clinical trial data showing a correlation between increased RSV cases

and receipt of a COVID-19 vaccine. ICAN’s letter demanded to know the percentage of

children who tested positive for RSV and who had received a COVID-19 vaccine prior to

their RSV diagnosis.”

Study Calls for Reevaluation of Jab Campaigns

In related news, we also have a November 2022 study  in Nature Communications, which

questions the rationale of current booster campaigns. According to the authors:

“An important aspect of vaccine effectiveness is its impact on pathogen transmissibility,

harboring major implications for public health policies. As viral load is a prominent factor

affecting infectivity, its laboratory surrogate, qRT-PCR cycle threshold (Ct), can be used to

investigate the infectivity-related component of vaccine effectiveness ...

By analyzing results of more than 460,000 individuals, we show that while recent

vaccination reduces Omicron viral load, its effect wanes rapidly. In contrast, a

signiNcantly slower waning rate is demonstrated for recovered COVID-19 individuals.

Thus, while the vaccine is effective in decreasing morbidity and mortality, its relatively

small effect on transmissibility of Omicron (as measured here by Ct) and its rapid waning

call for reassessment of future booster campaigns.”

Considering the theoretical protection of these shots last for just 70 days (according to this

study), are the risks associated with the shots really worth it? So far, several risk-beneAt analyses

have all come to the conclusion that the risks far outweigh any potential beneAt.

Unfortunately, it seems we have to rely on scientists outside the U.S. to do this kind of bench

science, as all we seem get from American research institutions are analyses of how to get “anti-

vaxxers” to buy the false narrative and roll up their sleeves.
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How does this stand? The Vaccine Injury Court and System was said to be to compensate those injured by vaccines - at least at that

time, somewhat properly researched and tested, & even those standards are a reason of concern for some. Are we to believe this law

wrote in the Eighties was meant to allow Monopoly Pharma to able to push Horse Dung into a vaccine and all is to be viewed as a

fantasy land of unicorns, lollipops, jellybeans and rainbows? Even if currently there is no ground to stand on in the States to punish such

callous and grievous practices, then our energies and resources may well have to be initiated in other parts of the world where

something resembling sanity still exist.

Destruction of life, livelihoods, communities our health with to much to bare to express and cannot stand. Murder is not, cannot be

allowed to be protected. All the poisonous swill surrounding those murders cannot be allowed to be protected. Those who criminalize

those who see the truth cannot be allowed to be protected. The lockstep, arm and arm together promoting sickness as health by the

unholy alliance of the Too Big to Fail's, Pharma, Tech, Legacy Media, and Gov't cannot be allowed to stand. While PAzer and the rest

gloat over their 30 pieces of silver they may be well reminded the end result is their own suicide.
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PAzer will get indemnity from prosecution if they can get the covid jabs on the children's vaccine schedule: Pure evil:

twitter.com/.../1532148388690550785
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Perfectly denounced, JUST, lies cannot be allowed and corruption, above all, leads to murder and the suffering of many families.

All the Covid vaccine carnage has been covered up with a government paying nothing for the entire year of 2021 for all the

damage and deaths caused by spike protein injections. No blood clots, myocarditis, heart attacks, or strokes caused by Fauci eu
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P/zer’s Financial Supernova and the Art of Really Big Lies
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

PAzer’s annual revenue is expected to reach $101.3 billion in 2022, thanks to its COVID jab, which doesn’t prevent infection or spread, and

Paxlovid, an ineffective and dangerous COVID antiviral that causes rebound

*

PAzer got plenty of free help from the federal government, which bullied and harassed people into getting the shots, and implemented rules

that ensure hospitals and pharmacies will only prescribe certain COVID drugs, Paxlovid being one of them

*

The key to getting away with a really big lie is making it so divorced from reality that the listener will assume their own perception is eawed,

and then repeating it over and over again. This strategy has been used to great effect over the past three years, resulting in a massive shift

from fact-based public health orthodoxy to irrational fantasy-based dogma

*

Centralized top-down health care is far more attractive to Big Pharma investors than patient-centered care. The primary obstacle to the

corporatization and monetization of public health has been truth, and this obstacle was Anally overcome during the COVID pandemic

*

The Big Lies told during the pandemic work because they veer so sharply from the truth. This break from factual reality is what makes it so

diacult to question them, because if you do, you’re now questioning the entire hierarchy of public health

*
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damage and deaths caused by spike protein injections. No blood clots, myocarditis, heart attacks, or strokes caused by Fauci eu

shots were paid for in 2021. Every vaccine-induced tragedy was blamed on something else. Even hospitals, doctors, and nurses

were involved in the cover-up scam. The Vaccine Industry Complex (VIC) is a trifecta organization of the CDC, the FDA, and

Congress.

They are all in bed with Big Pharma to protect the vaccine industry, while all the major players pocket millions of dollars for their

commitment. To prepare for the onslaught of claims they knew would be coming from clot victims across the country, the Covid

fund implemented signiAcant disclaimers. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/government-covid-vaccine-injury-co..

 (02/09/2022) www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2021/11/04/feds-pay-zero-claims-..  But in the face of this

bioweapons murder, pharmaceutical corporations PAzer and Moderna aiming to put on a good show, have announced plans to

conduct their own internal tests to assess the long-term health effects of their respective covid jabs.

We know that at least one of these two companies, PAzer, has already admitted that it falsiAed the short-term studies it allegedly

conducted, but never did, for government regulators we expect very little from these new long-term self-investigations. long-term

safety of mRNA injections Still, PAzer and Moderna want the world to think they're serious about vaccine safety, so they're

moving forward with some sort of testing protocol that will likely declare the shots "safe and effective."
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Studies that take natural immunity and asymptomatic reactions into account when determining vaccine eacacy are very limited,”

explains Zero Hedge. "There is no way to know if a person survived Covid or avoided infection because they were vaccinated or

because they already had the virus, experienced minor symptoms or no symptoms, and developed natural immunity."

“Government-paid virologists and scientists don't seem to mind proving the distinction. What we do know from several studies is

that natural immunity is far superior in every way to mRNA vaccination."

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/pAzer-and-moderna-investigate-their-own-va..  (11/15/2022) From the statistics and data, it is

more than obvious that the US government always protects the vaccine industry and could not care less about the

vaccine-injured masses.

What's worse is that the responsible government agencies are all part of the executive branch of our federal government, and the

Biden regime has shown no signs of changing this dire state of affairs. What people who have been harmed by “vaccines” need

are psychological help and rehabilitation. Sen. Mike Lee (R-Ut.) has introduced a bill that would allow victims of "vaccination"

against the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) to seek monetary compensation.

Known as the “Countermeasures Injury Compensation Fund Amendment Act,” the legislation would create a COVID-19 Vaccine

Commission to assess needlestick injuries and deaths and determine an appropriate payment on a case-by-case basis. “The

vaccine injury bill would change the Countermeasure Injury Compensation Act (CICP), which was created for the purpose of

compensating those who suffered injury or death due to government countermeasures, to public health crisis,” writes Ben Bailey

for National File nationalAle.com/senate-republicans-introduce-vaccine-injury-bill/  (03/13/2022)
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Thanks NW, as always the government supporting the corrupt interests of Big Pharma. It is the tradition. The author of "The

Vaccine Court 2.0: Revised and Updated: The Dark Truth of America's Vaccine Injury Compensation Program" (2021) sat down

with The Defender to discuss how the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP) has evolved, or is has transferred,

in the last two decades to protect government agencies and corporations rather than the health of vaccinated children. The

revised and updated edition of “The Vaccine Court,” Arst published in 2014, includes a foreword by Robert F.

Kennedy, Jr.. The VICP, which came to be known as “the vaccine court,” was established in 1988 by HHS to compensate

individuals and families of people injured by covered childhood vaccines. It has received criticism for its highly adversarial

process and its decisions regarding which injuries it would compensate for, including its refusal to acknowledge autism as a

possible vaccine injury. Rohde, co-founder of the Minnesota Vaccine Safety Council and the Minnesota Autism Defense

Coalition, became involved in vaccine safety and compensation issues because of a vaccine injury to his son Nicholas in 1998.

According to Rhode: “A highly trusted polling service conducted a statewide survey and the results told us this: Nearly 80% of

people thought autism should be covered by insurance. That showed the public that the state Chamber of Commerce and the

insurance lobby were against Nick's Law. And that Nick's Law was supported by the people of Oklahoma. Rohde and his family

eventually had to move to Minnesota, where Robyne got a job with private insurance that covered much of Nick's treatment.
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The program became even more favorable to the pharmaceutical industry in 2011, when the Supreme Court ruled 6-2 (Judge

Elena Kagan recused herself) in Bruesewitz v Wyeth LLC that vaccine manufacturers could not be held liable for defects claims.

design against you. brought by plaintiffs seeking compensation for injuries or death caused by the side effects of a vaccine. This

decision removed a provision from the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act that allowed vaccine-injured plaintiffs to take their

case to civil court if they were dissatisAed with the VICP's decision.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/truth-americas-vaccine-court/  (09/05/2022)
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The Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP) and the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP) are currently

facing a dilemma as thousands of people may not receive payments for their injuries anytime soon. Host Del Big Tree and

investigative reporter Jefferey Jaxen discussed the issue during the June 11 episode of "The HighWire with Del Bigtree." Jaxen

read an article by Lauren Gardner in Politico: “The Arst program (VICP) intended for standard vaccines like measles and polio is

too understaffed to handle the number of reported injuries and thousands of patients wait years for their cases to be seen.

.” The article further stated that between 2010 and 2020, the CICP received 500 complaints. In the two years since the Wuhan

coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic began, it has received more than 8,000 complaints. VICP was created in the 1980s, after

lawsuits against vaccine companies and health care providers threatened to cause vaccine shortages and lower vaccination

rates. Meanwhile, since Ascal year 2010, the CICP has provided compensation for serious injuries resulting from the

administration or use of certain countermeasures.

Jaxen read on: “If COVID-19 injections become routine once the pandemic is over, the alleged injuries would eventually be

handled by the already overburdened standard VICP. Patient advocates, lawyers and the pharmaceutical industry fear that,

without drastic reforms, the program could collapse." www.brighteon.com/eb99ddcf-6888-421b-b35a-df9d69f5dd52  .----

www.politico.com/news/2022/06/01/vaccine-injury-compensation-programs-..  .----
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Three additional COVID-19 vaccine injuries have met the compensation standard, US authorities announced on October 20. It has

now been determined that six claims Aled with the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP). All claims relate to

COVID-19 vaccines. One is the result of severe allergic shock. The other Ave are the result of myocarditis, a form of ineammation

of the heart. None of the six injured has been compensated. Oacials are reviewing "eligible expenditures," the oacial said. Due to

the invocation of an emergency by the COVID-19 pandemic, claims for COVID-19 vaccine injuries must be submitted to the CICP,

rather than to a different program called the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program ( VICP).

Some serious conditions and deaths are covered by CICP, but claims must be judged by a secret panel as proof of a link between

the condition or death and the vaccine. Some COVID-19 therapies are also covered by the program. Forty-eight claims have been

denied because they did not meet the standard test of causation and/or the injury sustained is not covered, the administration

oacial said. As of October 1, some 10,300 claims have been Aled. Around 70% allege injuries from COVID-19 vaccines.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/six-covid-vaccine-injuries-compens..  (10/21/2022)
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This is communism in action. This level of blatant deception is what you do when there is no one who will stand against you....or

so you think. All the state and media power is in your pocket because you pay for their extra bonuses and special favors. You are

actually doing their bidding, not your own, and because the risk to your future health and liberty is great, your reward is great.

PAzer is the hit man, but the govt hired him. We are the targets. Success is measured by death and injury. They are wildly

successful: 40% rise in all cause mortality. I'm sure they will get a bonus as we pay for our own death...at least those that pay

their taxes and are stupid enough to get the jabs.

Even if you don't get the jab, you are paying for the destruction of your fellow citizens and millions around the world, complicit in

the crime. It is similar to abortion. Those of us who are pro-life and hate abortion, were forced to pay for many abortions as our

tax money was used to fund a portion of the operation, though they lied to us and said it wasn't. Every year since 1973, PP has

been funded/supplements about 2/3 billion dollars yearly (recent Agures).

Vaccines are similar, only the operation is far more expensive, the numbers affected, far greater, but abortion over the last nearly

50 years has killed over 64 million. PAzer has a long ways to go to catch up to their success in culling the population. It's a

multi-faceted industry, though, this culling of the human heard. There are many involved and the pay is good and our govt is

complicit in nearly all the operations. When Christianity and Christ are thrown out, death and destruction reign and we know who

the author of that business really is.
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juststeve, how does this stand? When the crony bullies work with each other and they playing Aeld becomes their own, that's how

since people fall for snake oil sales more than ever! They look at the promises, never realizing they are not only empty but

harmful. Since the mega snake oil salespeople got rid of all the little may be snake oil people - all thrown into one pot, the good,

the bad, the ugly, all who stood in the way of proAt. As long as the people hold on to the lies, refuse to think for themselves it will

go on.
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I have be looking at one of Dr Mercola's other articles today as well as this one. "C19 injections - Massive Regulatory

Manufacturing Fraud". Listening to Alexandre Latypova who has been investigating how these C19 injections were made and the

vile components found in them. Thank you Dr. Mercola for both articles. Thank you Rose for the Stew Peters link "DIed Suddenly"

very interesting.
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When People can no longer tell the difference between right and wrong, their Government mirrors their Moral State...And that

what does "PRINTED MONEY"....That does not exist !!!!!
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TEN BIG REASONS WHY IT IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END FOR "BIG PHARMA" From the Better Way conference on September

17th in Vienna, Austria. This was hosted by We Show Our Faces and co-sponsored by the World Council for Health. The latest

installment in the Ave-part Vienna series on what the future of "big pharma" should look like. Dr. Rob Verkerk is the founder of

ANH International. For forty years he has been researching and promoting natural health and sustainable ecosystems. In that

process, he has experienced and fought against the corruption and destructiveness of the pesticide and pharmacology

industries. Dr. Verkerk's presentation is rich with well-earned insights into biology, business, fraud, and corruption.

Big Pharma partners with small biotech companies, they control many politicians and bureaucrats. They use humanity as guinea

pigs, even to the extent that current gene-modifying injections of covid-19 are misrepresented as "vaccines" and imposed on the

world's populations. Dr. Verkerk explains how big the pharmaceutical industry is: disease-focused; corrupt, fraudulent and

criminal; misleading; expensive ; ineffective; dangerous; strange and contrary to nature; polluting; abusive; and disempowering.

drtrozzi.org/2022/11/21/big-pharmas-future-part-5-dr-rob-verkerk/  (11/21/2022)
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HUGE - NORWAY DOES MASSIVE U-TURN ON BOOSTERS.. by Meryl Nass. A group of health experts and doctors in Norway now

say they don't think younger adults should take the boosters, with one doctor even saying he won't take them himself! "No, I

won't. I recently had covid-19, but I wouldn't have taken this booster anyway," said Einar Sagberg, a senior infectious disease

doctor at Drammen. Other senior doctors in Norway warn that young people, especially, should think twice before taking the

booster. "Especially younger people should consider the possible side effects against the beneAts of taking this dose," says

Ingrid Bjerring, chief physician of the municipality of Lier.

She herself doesn't plan to take the booster either! It turns out that Miert Lindboe, head doctor of the municipality of Oslo, will not

accept the reinforcement either. "As a healthy 42-year-old man, I won't take it, but I understand if people feel the need for the

booster," she said. Note that the following quote is from the director of the Norwegian Institute of Public Health department at

the link: merylnass.substack.com/p/huge-norway-does-massive-u-turn-on?utm_source..  (11/22/2022)
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RSV: THE PLOT THICKENS AS TO THE LINK BETWEEN COVID GENE INJECTIONS AND RSV. Dr Paul Alexander Dr. Geert Vanden

Bossche has shared an e-mail among colleagues and one paragraph I wish to share for it carries good news: “as more and more

children get infected with RSV, their innate immunity will get better and better trained and we'll probably soon see a steep decline

in cases (just like we previously witnessed with SC-2-mediated cases of MISC!). The more the kids get their innate immunity

trained (due to SC-2, ineuenza or. live attenuated childhood vaccines!), the lower the incidence of RSV will become.

Of course, one could try to make people aware that all of this is due to the mass vaccination and that we need to stop this.” (GVB,

personal electronic communication, November, 20th, 2022). I/We can argue that yes, COVID injection is potentially related to the

increase in RSV in children. How? Well, four possible ways can shed light (I don't explain as an immunology expert like GVB, but

I'll do my best to explain in terms of how I understand this): At the link:

palexander.substack.com/p/rsv-the-plot-thickens-as-to-the-link?utm_sou..  (11/21/2022)
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I suspect I am one of a small group of non-scientists, who in 2020 decided to rely on innate immunity boosted by healthy eating and a

well thought out nutraceutical blend (ETPs and other common sense ideas being suggested by Frontline Doctors), would be far less

risky than subscribing to seemingly crazy mandates (with very little trustable science), and the subsequent Jabs churned out at the

speed of science, by invested organisations! After listening to dozens (perhaps even 100’s), of incredibly brave, highly qualiAed, senior

and independent scientists I concluded it would be a miracle if this experi-mental jab could improve signiAcantly (if at all), on innate

natural immunity, especially in low risk individuals.

After all, healthy humans evolved over millennia with an incredible immune system to protect us from millions of viruses and bacteria.

The early data showed this was a low risk virus for the healthy in almost every age group. The cruise ships also showed the same! I

even considered the ongoing failure/shortcomings of the Flu jab, which after decades is still only 15% - 30% effective and given the

exaggerations of the last 2 years I suspect that data might also be highly questionable! Besides, I've never taken a Flu Jab and have

only caught Flu once, maybe twice in 50 years! Nevertheless in Dec 2020 I was almost taken in by MSM claims, most (if not all of

which) are now proven (beyond reasonable doubt), to have been (at best), exaggerated!

Within 4 to 6 weeks after the roll out started, I was seeing early evidence emerging that the jab could be a dangerous, even fatal

intervention! Again using science, data and common sense I balanced the low risk documented from virus in healthy people, and

decided to stay well away from jabs. I backed my personal health decision with the safe and sensible ETPs being rolled out globally by

leading, frontline line and highly qualiAed health care professionals. Subsequently with NON-GMO nutraceuticals extrac
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Good decisions, BowlinePixie, yes, the rejection of biological weapons is essential. The whole process of biological weapons

propaganda is full of lies. We were told that mRNA is intrinsically safe and effective because of the way the technology works.

We already see the results. With regard to the Chinese virus, very little has been done on the research front to identify the role

that natural immunity plays in recovery. The vaccine industry wants us to believe that covid "cases" dropped dramatically after

Operation Warp Speed, i.e. due to "vaccines", but the truth is that people were already developing natural immunity at the time

after more than a year of exposure.

The basis of Rockefeller's allopathic medicine scheme is the defective "germ theory" of Louis Pasteur, The "terrain theory",

makes us consider the adaptation of people to diseases, through a convenient modulation of the immune. Traces of viral DNA

can be found scattered throughout the human genome, and scientists are proving it. A study from Stanford University, California,

applied big data analysis that fully reveals the extent of the impact of viruses on the evolution of humans and other mammals.

"When a pandemic or an epidemic occurs at some point in the evolution, the population that is attacked by the virus adapts or

becomes extinct. We knew that, but what really surprised us is the strength and clarity of the pattern we found," he explained.

study leader David Enard of Stanford University. One of the most surprising data, according to the researchers, is that 30% of all

protein adaptations that have occurred since humans split from chimpanzees have been driven by viruses.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../160713100911.htm  (2016)
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Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nourishing your own systemnot from pharmaceuticals. all previous human

societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans were not internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune

system...that coronavirus, highly infectious produced in the laboratory / with a much greater gain of function that is actually a

weapon It has already infected most societies and produced herd immunity with its accompanying antibodies, diminishing the

value of vaccination, and unnecessarily exposing itself to the problematic side effects of vaccines.

We are in the empowerment of diseases and in short the reduction of life expectancy. The scientists showed that in modern

humans, the 152 genes we inherited from Neanderthals interact with HIV, ineuenza A, and hepatitis C, all types of RNA viruses.

From this, Enard and Petrov concluded that these genes helped our ancestors fend off ancient RNA viruses that they

encountered on their way out of Africa. news.stanford.edu/2018/10/04/modern-humans-inherited-viral-defenses-ne..  (2018)
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Those who couldn't attend family funerals haven't forgotten. Those who have been permanently injured by the mRNA vaccine won't

forget. Those who said goodbye to loved ones over the phone will never forget.
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Oldbiker, the only reason they won't forget is they never awakened to the truth in the Arst place. The stupid jabbed sheeple could

watch their own child die with the syringe still in his arm and deny it was the jab that killed him. How many testimonials have you

seen of vaccine-damaged who said they still did NOT regret getting the jab? I've seen plenty. You're giving the public too much

credit. As the old saying goes "nobody ever went broke underestimating the intelligence of the American public". PAzer's motto it

seems. And their paid shills in government live by it too. It's working beautifully for them.
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steelj all true and accurate. Aside from obvious fraudulent elections, how did many politicians who harmed the public, get

re-elected instead of hanged?Stupid sheeple.
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Yes Brian, they get the government they so richly deserve! Unfortunately, the minority who have a brain are stuck with their

choices too.
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Just wait! You haven't seen anything yet. Remember the 90's where employers were forced to provide health insurance? As a result, you

had mandatory drug testing. God forbid if anyone self medicated on cannabis on the weekend. If the employer didn't do random drug

testing every month they were forced to pay higher premiums for your health insurance. After that came wellness programs. There you

got biometric screenings and eu jabs. The more people you got to participate in these programs the lower the insurance cost for the

employer. You know where this is going. If the Dems regain control of the House and the Presidency in 2024 you can bet that

INSURANCE COMPANIES will require employers to vaccinate everyone in order to keep insurance premiums at a minimum. This will be

just in time for the untested combo-Flu/Covid/RSV jabs! Remember who predicted this 2 years from now when I say "I TOLD YOU SO"!

Just walk away from the medical system. Stop being a slave to Big Pharma.
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Good projection jamNjim, insurance, the government and BigPharma is the biggest triplet of corruption and damage to public

health. After graduating from Columbia University with a degree in chemical engineering, my grandfather went on to work for

PAzer for nearly two decades, culminating his career as the company's Global Director of New Products. His narrative is the

insidious corruption of Big Pharma exposed by whistleblowers in recent years. The endless chain of Big Pharma lawsuits

revealing fraud, deception and cover-ups. The blame lies with the fact that I witnessed some of their most proAtable drugs ruin

the lives of the ones I love the most.

In 1973, PAzer and other pharmaceutical companies were richer than most countries in the world, and spent much of their

astronomical proAts on lobbying than any other industry in the United States, in preference to contributions to the

highest-ranking legislators in the United States. Congress, you know, the ones that they should keep in their corner because they

have the power to write health care laws. To truly understand the power of Big Pharma, you need to understand how the

American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) works. ALEC, which was founded in 1973 by conservative activists working on

the Ronald Reagan campaign, is a super-secret pay-for-share operation in which corporate lobbyists, including the
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pharmaceutical industry, hold conAdential meetings on "model" bills.

A large portion of these bills eventually pass and become law. Over the years, ALEC has promoted many other drug-friendly bills

that would: weaken FDA oversight of new drugs and therapies, limit FDA authority over drug advertising, and oppose regulations

on Anancial incentives for doctors to prescribe speciAc drugs.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/system-rigged-big-pharma-political..  (12/04/2022)
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JamNjim, exactly! My plan is to retire early, there’s no way I’m submitting to any shots of any kind. And yes at Arst I thought the

Wellness program my employer handed us was great until a few years later when the propaganda got unbearable for not

accepting eu shots. It hit me I had been played.  I stopped participating in the so called Wellness program, yes I’ve forfeited

several thousand dollars but my health has never been better! I am certain you are correct though the massive combo

eu/Covid/rsv jab is coming sooner rather than later. Buyers beware! Rrealrose, I watched the Died Suddenly video, very troubling.

It’s obvious the concern the embalmers have about what they’re witnessing but the mob doesn’t care. I’ve passed you link onto

others in hopes they’ll see the truth. Some will never believe they’ve been duped but I keep trying.
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The premise of this article is that the bigger the lie, the more convincing it is - leading to the undeniable fact that: “The manufactured

COVID pandemic has been a proverbial golden egg-laying goose for PAzer“. The operative word here is “manufactured” but even this

site is guilty of lazy language to corroborate and cement the lie. Orwell and others wrote extensively on language as a powerful weapon

of indoctrination and war. Every time a commentator talks of the “pandemic” or the “COVID pandemic” while leaving out that word

“manufactured” or indication that it never actually happened, cements the lie as accepted reality and gives it credence.

This was the reason the word “plandemic” was coined as a refusal to accept lies. If I had a dollar for every time even respected

professionals now refer to “the pandemic” or even COVID-19 as facts they are helping to brainwash the listener: there was no pandemic,

only “cases” based on inappropriate testing, inappropriate or life threatening treatments and censorship of effective ones, false

diagnoses and death certiAcates, fear-mongering media, ignoring the cure being worse than the disease, etc, etc ad inAnitum - one lie

requires another dozen to support the house of cards and the quasi-religious fervour of the high priests of this lucrative industry called

“COVID-19.” When the ignorant TV addict tells me “so-an-so got COVID”, asking them “how do they know?” is met with puzzlement and

perplexity.

I am reminded of those touring evangelists of the 1950’s who converted thousands to their religion through the power of oratory. No

wonder heretics are being metaphorically “burned at the stake” for daring to oppose the medical maAa’s new dollar machine dogma.

“The way out of this is simply to refuse to lie, or cover for the lies of others” - not once but EVERY time that the language is misused.
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Exactly, it was manufactured from before it was announced. It was manufactured by changing the deAnition of what can be

called a pandemic. Just as what can be called a vaccine. Games, word games.
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Hi Cabochon and everyone, Stew Peters released a new documentary last night called: "Died Suddenly" -

www.stewpeters.com/.../world-premiere-died-suddenly  - an hour long, may not want to watch before bed. Caution: not for

squeamish or sensitive. Some parts are diacult, especially showing what embalmers are pulling out of people. Steve Kirsch tells

some comical stories and shows footage of some ACIP person calling the cops on him. Ending closes on a particularly strong

note, reminiscent of warnings given in Dr WakeAeld's recent Alm Diabolical. Enjoy?? and please pass this on with those around

you, as it clearly exposes many dangerous, deadly lies.

From their announcement - - World Premiere: Died Suddenly Why do we never believe them? For centuries, the global elite have

broadcast their intentions to depopulate the world - even to the point of carving them into stone. And yet... we never seem to

believe them. The Stew Peters Network is proud to present DIED SUDDENLY, from the award winning Almmakers, Matthew Skow

and Nicholas Stumphauzer. They are the minds behind WATCH THE WATER and THESE LITTLE ONES, and now have a damning

presentation on the truth about the greatest ongoing mass genocide in human history.
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Good point, juststeve. The WHO is the Humpty Dumpty of the dictionary. As he pointed out to Alice, in Through the Looking

Glass’, words mean “whatever I want them to mean”. If you have to go to the length of changing the meanings of words for

political ends, then suspicions as to the motives should be aroused immediately. Hopefully the major world dictionaries refuse to

accept these ad hoc deAnitions. What next? A spade meaning a non manual earth transfer device? Another tactic is to use vague

terminology such as “build back better” which could mean anything but not necessarily something that beneAts mankind, more

likely something that transfers even more wealth and power to the one per cent.

Sadly, our local government oacials have adopted this kind of phraseology in their “business plan” so the only way to decipher

what it all means is to let their actions speak louder than their words. So far, these actions include global tourist SWARMING,

three years of city centre gridlocking and worshipping at the shrine of O2 mythology causing massive economic hardship to local

businesses.
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Thanks, rrealrose. A pretty horrifying record which hopefully will be donated free of charge to the Dolly Parton Brain Rescue

Fund. Jolene was never as wicked as the malthusian hypocrites, surely? Why don’t they start with themselves if they are worried

about overpopulation? Royals usually have four kids per family - well the ones we know about at least. The bit that disturbs most

is the footage about miscarriage, still birth and foetal damage and foetal heart attacks. How do we know that the unborn do not

suffer pain and distress? They can’t exactly cry out for help. Here is another report about abnormal blood in the majority of those

with adverse reactions after the shot. www.theepochtimes.com/italian-study-blood-patients-after-mrna-shot_470..  Got a note

from an old friend self-isolating for the last three years on a distant south sea island - name of Crusoe, Rob, I think.

Says he has started catching up on what’s been happening while he was away. So far, all he can make out is that a bunch of rich

folk says there are too many poor folk on the planet so need to reduce them somehow. Next thing, he hears that lots of not

particularly wealthy folk are dying or having health problems soon after getting a needle in their arm. He has wracked his brains,

but can’t see any connection at all between these two observations. Some unsolved mystery going on here, he thinks, so he has

packed his bags and returned to his island home, just in case.
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Thanks Rose, good tip. Go to minute 37. Just after Biden said the vaccines are so safe, you see a vaccinated teen having a

seizure. Then a guy says: Nobody want to know what is in the vaccines, nobody in the congress is asking to analyze the vials.

Nobody in the media is asking this. The public don't ask either. If they knew they go ape-sh*t. Then a family Pediatrician (at 37

min 44 sec) shows the info inserts that is in the boxes with the vials. This is a large paper when you unfold it. Usual vaccines, like

an anti-eu vial have this insert, full information like about ingredients, what it can do, the side effects. Then she shows the insert

that came with a mRNA product intended to give to children.

The same seize paper but completely empty, just 2 words: Intentional blank. 2 years after introduction mRNA there is still no info.

A man said they are allowed so under the emergency authorization, so they can also put in the vaccine what they want, and the

FDA isn't inspecting any off these facilities. So Rose, they can put anything in it they want: a smallpox virus or bird eu, to sell

other vaccines. The FDA don't care. And the CDC don't care, they allow children to be injected without knowing ingredients and

without tests. PAzer Paper conArms Genic Experiments on 5 years old Kids. “Myocarditis Risks by Vaccines, Little Data We”ll

Study After FDA Authorization” - Worrying German Study on Covid-19 Vaccination Boosters: “PAzer Bivalent caused more

Serious Adverse Reactions than Monovalent one www.veteranstoday.com/2022/11/18/worrying-german-study-on-covid-19-vac..

 (to see the PAzer Paper scroll down).

U.S. Medical System Collapsing After Mass Exodus 334,000 Doctors and Nurses left Workforce in 2021

vaccineimpact.com/2022/the-u-s-medical-system-is-collapsing-after-mass..  A health-disaster is coming with all those vaccine

victims.
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Anyone notice the small statue on the embalmer's oace desk? Usually its 3 monkeys with hands on eyes, ears and mouth, in this

case 3 skeletons: See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil.
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You all need to pay attention to the link that Rrealrose supplied in this thread. Even if you believe that you already know

everything there is to know about the covid psyops, this video focuses on many Undertakers/Embalmers from around the world

and what they're Anding in the arteries of the deceased - with many photos! Keep in mind that this is only one element of harm

that millions of people are now experiencing. I would recommend that as many people as possible watch this; and share it with

as many of your friends, relatives and acquaintances as possible. If this video doesn't at least get them to question the oacial

narrative - then what hope do we have?

This video delves deep into current, as well as past CONSPIRACIES..."Theories not included". You'll have to make up your own!

Contained herein, is irrefutable proof of what the Covid Con is really about! For the following link, scroll down past the Arst video

to the down arrows where it says: "Watch this shocking Alm". ---

stopworldcontrol.com/suddenly/?inf_contact_key=11637dbc8edadce695954ab..  --- Real; "Anybody notice?". I always notice

such things. I always pay close attention. I'm an expert at "subtle". ;)
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Hi Randy, its a busy day; however, every time I read about PAzer's new RSV vaccine, (Dr. Brian Hooker already said RSV came

from research experiments with Polio shot) which PAzer intends to use in the last trimester of pregnancy "to protect" the

newborn; leaves no questions, there's no mistaking the death cult PHARMA is running through the FDA, CDC and entire HHS. Felt

kinda sick last night as I realized what outside the Fauci-web of virologists, doctors and lawyers are up against. Hi Pete, those

are good comments and links, thanks! Cabochon, as ever, you're on top - wish I could escape too.
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OMG rrealrose...I have seen almost every horror movie out there....this movie creeped me out way more than hollywood ever

did..the sick part is , this movie is real life..How can we possibly share this with a vaccinated person without them freaking

out...I'm not vaccinated and I could barely stand it.
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Direct link: WORLD PREMIERE: DIED SUDDENLY rumble.com/v1wac7i-world-premier-died-suddenly.html?utm_source=substac..
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Cabochon, Sasha in the second article today, has a series of Team Enigma interviews on bichute. A while back, she interviewed

an Israeli Phd (in something related) who never quite recovered from his bout with covid. Finally dawned on him to test his own

blood, and his darkAeld slide images were hair-raising...also have known for some time about Abrous clots, not blood. Mike

Adams got a sample he was planning to investigate to determine what it may be made from. Feels like living in Rod Sterling's

Twilight Zone right now, massive lies and dark secrets cannot be kept buried much longer. Imagining a time of chaos on many

levels. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~NJlady, so if your friends and family do not know what's occurring, what will propel them to try to detox this crap

out of their own bodies?
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Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me. Fortunately, I wasn't fooled the Arst time but I had to keep my mouth shut

because I was viliAed. Not anymore, I call out the BS and if anyone picks up the truth...great. If not...such is life! I had a choice to be

jabbed albeit with some pretty heavy coercion/shame/guilt tripping etc but I still said NO So what if I couldn't go on holiday for a few

years or attend a concert, self discipline helps one delay gratiAcation especially where good health is concerned.
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I wasn't fooled the Arst time either! Nor were most Mercola readers I bet. One of the surprises of the whole debacle is that so

many well-intentioned and scientiAc-minded people, who very soon migrated to our side, as any rational and honest person

would, were fooled in the beginning. They actually believed the liars and got the jab, to their later regret. Yet it was so obvious a

scam, wasn't it?
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No kidding. We gave up watching football (not soccer, I take it you are British) because we were suddenly racist. We stopped

giving to Salvation Army (gave thousands over the years) because we were suddenly racist. Could not go to concerts because we

were not vaxxed. Hubby lost a 215,00 annually job because he refused to be vaxxed. Stopped going to restaurants because we

were not vaxxed. Daughter could not go to culinary school because she was not vaxxed. I could go on and on. Either we are racist

or anti vaxxers. I have not missed anything. We just moved on to the next greatest thing.
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That's what I like to hear! Stay strong.  ---  Lee; you have family. Everything else pales in comparison. I have never had "family"

and I realize very well how important it is. You have all the support you need.
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No wonder the comments are speechless; what on Earth can one say about such criminality? As one of the unvaccinated, I can readily

attest to the reactions of others who clearly believed what their government was telling them. Even received a letter from perhaps the

most senior villager, a member of the now passed away, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth's household, an Air Vice Marshall, pointing out

why I was not permitted attendance to a major, regular, village event, Lunch Club. No option but to comply.

And that is not to in any way to denigrate him, he remains a considerable ineuence, dare I suggest, a friend. However, on my part, all I

had done was apply logic and understanding to what everyone had been told, but with the great advantage of having been a long time

reader of Dr. Joseph Mercola's teachings. As such I had a strong advantage of years of reading, indeed, many years of what remains

sound advice about how to take control of my health. So I already had long term conAdence of the truth being delivered to me.

What all this has taught me is that it is true that by selling such lies, the majority without the background knowledge I had already

received, were all expecting they were told the truth, and were acting upon what the government were telling us. Now it is my belief that

almost everyone now understands that they were then, and are not now being told the truth, and that, in turn presents a very

considerable problem for the wider nation; they have to accept that the government was and remains; dishonest!

That has to be a profound state of affairs, which if left unaddressed, holds the potential for great civil unrest in the very near future.

Someone within authority has to recognise that they cannot continue to tell lies. That they have to apply the obvious need to apply the

rule of law against the instigators of the lies; rather than to continue trying to apply law against the people, as now. That will take great

courage on their part as National leaders
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Yes, Chris, humanity lives with constant lies and these lies are causing a lot of suffering, deaths and a crisis with terrible

consequences that will last longer than Covid-19. Justice must act. Fauci and the oacials should be at the head of the courts.

According to Dr. Mercola, a federal court has gone a step further and ruled that Fauci and other oacials must testify under oath

in depositions about whether they colluded with Big Tech to censor certain users. The lawsuit provides multiple examples of

Fauci's roles in suppressing free speech, including related to the lab leak theory of the origin of COVID-19, COVID-19 injections,

and the eaciency of masks and COVID-19 lockdowns.

Blind faith in authority is based on a dogma that the free individual cannot accept because it cannot be evaluated by reason.

Abandoning reason can be avoided if we always subject our private thoughts to the scrutiny of true science. If we submit to the

propaganda of the sustained interest of the globalist elites, we have the results of fascism: America and the entire world losing

freedom, conquered by political and medical tyranny. At the other extreme we have people who defend freedom, defend health,

but are discriminated against.

However, the lie has a course in time and cannot be hidden when people feel the call of freedom. There is a proverb that says:

"He who tells a lie does not know what task he has assumed, because he will be forced to invent twenty more to sustain the

certainty of this Arst one." COVID-19 is an opportunity to empower dictatorships. Most governments around the world have taken

action by blocking cities or the entire country, which violates community rights, especially freedom of expression.
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A study published in the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health suggests that millions of people

would still be alive were it not for government lockdowns over Covid-19. Twenty times as many people died than lived due to

lockdowns, the study reveals. Sedentary behavior, isolation, and delayed medical treatments are among the many reasons

lockdowns have caused far more harm than good. The WHO's contradictions are dramatic: In 2019, it warned against pandemic

lockdowns, saying they are "not recommended under any circumstances." “Social distancing measures 'can be very damaging'

and need to be carefully weighed;” “Contact tracing and quarantining of exposed individuals is not recommended under any

circumstances.” .thenationalpulse.com/2022/08/16/study-Ands-lockdowns-cost-20-x-lives-..  (08/16/2022)
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Truth and fact always wins given time! The crimes are mass murder and Crimes Against Humanity and those are committed by

everyone at whatever level who pushed those lies ...and vaccines have been a lie ever since they were Arst invented! You are

about to witness the greatest end to the lie of 'germ theory' and its drug Alled methods of so called 'treatments' ... the over 7

Million indictments and ongoing arrests ( Stephane Bancel was just one of so many ) is going to shock the world ! However

medicine is far from being the only lie told over generations ...

No human ever eew to the moon ( it was Almed in Nevada) .Titanic didn't sink, its sister ship did and it was deliberate in order to

murder Lord Astor who was on board and sailing to NY to prevent the criminal formation of the Federal Reserve ! 9/11 was never

hit by planes, they were CGI and its what you saw on TV ..in reality an inside job in order to prevent the implementation of Nesara

...was done with planted explosives ...and a cruise missile on Pentagon ( no plane could make that hole) Our whole lives have

been a lie .....

from science concealed to 'education' to the idea that you can dispense with gold and constant print worthless money ! As to oil

...we have on this planet almost as much oil as there is water and is constantly being replenished deep in the planet ...and its

NOT a 'fossil fuel' thank John D Rockefeller for that ! Its all ending ...get some $ in your pocket and food to last 3 weeks and

watch the Areworks ... REAL medicine and health is coming!
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I was rather speechless during the debacle.... While I did not know a lot about this virus, I understand what science has

discovered about viruses and wellness over the years. I had covid in 2/2020 after a cruise, a mild case as I take high doses of D,

C and other goodies during the winter and especially when traveling. I knew I had immunity to that strain, getting a test shot was

never on my radar.....I was shocked, there was not a study done on a new technology. A friend who is a retired cell biologist,

KNEW immediately when Wuhan was involved what the most likely scenario was..... I immediately saw the problem of telling

people to stay home in a closed up house during the winter. Most houses in the north US simple do not have any kind of air

Altration system, dust Alters at best. What could possibly go wrong. Well, I'm a domestic terrorist with a good chunk of the

population. We have lost trust in the gov't and are simply not complying with so much. We are done.
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C-19 Injections: Massive
Regulatory and
Manufacturing Fraud
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Sneaky, Steve. Mix in 7 million indictments and ongoing arrests with many truths. When will we ever see proof of these

indictments and arrests?
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris, I see things diametrically differently than you. You don't wish "in any way to denigrate" an enthusiastic enabler of the evil

we're STILL subjected to? Who self-righteously harmed you? Wow! Where is your self-preservation instinct? The "years of

reading" and "background knowledge" you refer to are to be admired. But not a requirement. Personally, I have always wondered

how anybody gets out of their teens without realizing people generally, and particularly those in authority, can't be trusted. It was

obvious to me when I was a teen in the 60's, anybody needing COVID to wake up to that is hopelessly naive. Which, unfortunately

is the majority. Which explains everything, including the bleak outlook for our future.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We know all this and they know all this. So what? I have neighbors who sport Trump stickers and hate Fauci etc, but when I tried to talk

about getting together to help each other in the event of collapse, grid down, sharing medicines and food, they looked at me like a was a

stalker. This, [ like all the echo chambers of the left ] is just another smug cage with lots of links to read. Caged animals are not a

concern until they escape. So who's going to break some teeth chewing on the bars? Just asking.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Aye talk is cheap , many talk the talk but when it's time to step up well , it's like my sciatica is acting up, you know the dog ate my

homework. Just another day in paradise. Great movie here doesn't fully take away the pain but FJB is very much alive

https://youtu.be/lyuwBW9lNa8
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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"I didn't realize that my parents teaching me to tell the truth when I was a child would lead me to be a domestic terrorist as an adult."

(source unknown)
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Lee1959
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Hahahaha!!!
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mdso379
Joined On 10/17/2021 1:25:27 PM
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These greedy, sadistic, narcissists and psychopaths, whatever they think they are doing, supposedly to save the planet, it is all a made

up lies to suit their narrative. To make as much money as they can, while they can, but sadly, they still can't get enough money. Sharing

eventually will not be an option. At the end of the day, they can't eat money and it can't sustain them because enough is never enough.

After they have reduced the population and ruined the environment, living in their fool's paradise until they turn on each other. All

addictions take over the addict eventually.
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MoMac46
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Whats that old saying " you can catch a thief but not a liar" is that why Fauci and all the rest are getting away with all this fabricated

medical jargon.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Dr. Mercola's report holds out hope that Fauci will be tried and convicted. In September 2022, a federal judge ordered Fauci and

other oacials to turn over emails with Ave social media Arms. Now, a federal court has taken it a step further, ruling that Fauci

and other oacials must testify under oath at depositions about whether they colluded with Big Tech to censor certain users. The

suit gives multiple examples of Fauci's roles in the suppression of free speech, including that related to the lab leak theory of

COVID-19's origin, COVID-19 shots and the eaciency of masks and COVID-19 lockdowns.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-big-tech-collusion-c..  (11/17/2022)
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The whole situation is of course evil and criminal. It became clear to me back around March 8 2020 when Dr Mercola had Dr Frances

Boyle as his guest discussing the Wuhan lab and bio weapons.. (I knew there had to be a REAL explanation.) The Arst real life, “in your

face” conArmation came shortly after, when Chris Cuomo on CNN asked Fauci (he does not deserve the title Dr), paraphrasing, “what

can we take to support our immune system - vitamin C or other things?”, and Fauci uncomfortably replied something vauge like “oh, um,

haha really nothing speciAc - just live a healthy lifestyle - yes, live a good lifestyle”.

I remember looking at the screen in shock and disbelief and saying to my husband, “what??? ..oh wow, are we in for a ride”. Then

suppression and denial of treatment became evident.. Since then I have been speaking out about it, and forwarding people links from Dr

Mercola. and the Defender. So many are still severely brainwashed but I’ve also noticed many of those STARTING to come around, even

here in Canada. The election of Danielle Smith as Premier for Alberta (like DeSantis’ huge victory in FL) is a sign of awakening and gives

hope for future freedom.
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brodiebrock12
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What "we the people" should have done was RISE UP wayyyy harder in that "illusion-deceptive time period when those 6 words

were uttered "15 days to eatten the curve" So many actually bought those words. I was NOT one of them and knew it was all

about injections. Were the injections made for the wuh-eu or was the wuh-eu created for the injections?
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM
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Not getting one. Never.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Telling the truth has become a crime. When we tell little truths we are simply ignored, like someone rolling through a stop sign, only the

busybodies on Facebook and Twitter object. As the truth becomes larger and more important, it is suppressed more and more. The

higher the authority of the truth teller, the more severe the punishment. More than a few have received capital punishment for such a

transgression. These lies have been growing for decades, under the name "health care." Big pharma doesn't care about health and

barely cares about honest medical care either. Patented poisons to treat (depress) signs and symptoms are far more proAtable than

actions to heal or cure patients of their illnesses.

Cured is not even medically deAned for most diseases. As a result, no treatment can be demonstrated to cure most diseases.

Treatments that cure are dead end products, like light bulbs that last for decades - easily produced, but once attained sales plummet.

Treatments that don't cure rule, because they sell and sell and sell. Modern medicine has no "theory of cure" for most diseases,

because when we study cure we learn that most illnesses are cured by health, not by patented poisons. Health is whole. An illness is a

hole in our healthiness. A cure Alls the hole with health.
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Here in the U.K. we have the wonderful Light Paper distribution which informs us of what is really happening in our world .. you can And

this on-line. This months issue is alarming to those injected with the poisons but it has to be revealed. The latest issue should be

posted any day soon. I also keep up with UKColumn - another sound source of information .... programme is on usually 3 times a week -

excellent proper Investigative Journaism. They often link with Mark (?) in the USA so we have a very good information source from

across the pond as well as info on what is happening in the Russia/Ukraine coneict. Main stream media have made themselves

irrelevant and hopefully less and less are watching. As for the daily  newspapers - well I despair when I catch headlines in the

newsagent stands!  Sadly I see the zombies still picking them up to buy
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Yes Luckymumma, The UK Column is a good source of truth. Mark Anderson and Patrick Henningsen keep us informed on the

happenings in the USA. Alex Thompson on the Netherlands and other parts of the world. David Scott of Scottish issues and

Israel and other nations. Debbie on Health issues. Brian and Mike hosting it all and bringing truthful news and its gaining new

audiences all the time.
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brodiebrock12
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Oh no the Government didn't USE maAa like coercion thru bullying and harassment. They simply "suggested" as the FDA did about

Ivermectin. Said the sheep in line for it's 12th booster...
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I guess that means that censorship and propaganda are just "suggestions"?
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT  THE  CORD!!!! I DID! 2005. PUREBLOODS!!!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM
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This article is a marvelous word unraveling and a great re-MIND-er (note the root word here) of what goes on without us really being

aware of that some informational force is casting a lull upon rational thoughts. This twisted big money sham is painful for all. "Fool me

once, shame on you! Fool me twice, shame on me"! After 9/11/ plus other BS Sci-ops to distort your mind. They will not fool me again.

Ever! Facts are facts. I didn't fall for the oacial 9/11 .GOV report, and I'm mad as heck that folks are falling for CV19 crapola! Shame on

them! The kind of shame that brings them nightmares for an eternity.
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barrowinnovations
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:56:55 PM
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Hundreds of years ago, the church used to set people on Are for going against the norm. This horror injection scenario we face is the

modern version of that. People in the future are going to wonder why it was allowed to go on for so long, just as we wonder why people

watched others burn way back when. The extent of the soul selling by perverse members of the medical profession is so extensive that

it rivals that of Congress. Hell is going to be so full there will be a line to get in, lol.
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ssi9550
Joined On 2/4/2022 7:46:00 PM
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Thank you! Dr. Mercola.
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Hassayampa_Slim
Joined On 11/22/2022 1:49:53 PM
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Why has no one looked into why the Johnson & Johnson Covid Vaccine was pushed aside, and done any research comparing its results,

symptoms, etc., against the mRNA vaccines? The percentage of recipient deaths comparison alone would tell quite a story in itself.

This could be another piece of evidence showing how the real goal was to get the mRNA into as many people as possible. I think this

would probably be a very interesting project.
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vassil
Joined On 2/6/2016 4:10:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's no art whatsoever. There's people's levity, people's gullibility, people's love of conveniences, and plain stupidity - the TERRAIN for

the les' success. It's not the fault of the companies - they just use this terrain to eourish, it's simple capitalist basic principle.
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These human weaknesses ensured the IGNORANCE required for the success of the covid operation. This was the most shocking

truth to realize given the fact that humanity happens to be in the 21st century, health is supposed to be the most important issue,

everyone is literally holding all the information about that issue in their hand. Decades of attempts to teach health basics to the

masses - Dr. Mercola is only one example - obviously to no avail .  So the eood of "diabetes, migraines, ulcerative colitis, prostate

cancer and sickle cell disease", plus the countless other human sicknesses will continue to grow, faster and faster...
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If pregnancies suddenly end in miscarriages on a massive scale, perhaps what appears to be unlikely suddenly becomes very likely. The

question becomes what can we do about it? Several authors telling truth on people in charge ended up very badly. The wikileaks

founder being one of them. Another person ended up under the protection of Russia. Both face life sentences for revealing the truth and

charged under laws that protect against exposure. Never mind that it falls under international law from the days of Hitler. People, take a

really good look as to how it works.
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Maybe people should recognize the real source of all of this behavior. This is basically the Devil's playground. The Father of ALL Lies. I

would suggest it is a very successful operation. Connecting the dots? Basically go back to the Congress to see who accepted donations

from the very companies proAting from "curing(not) the disease or diseases associated with the COVID shots." In an earlier time, I

would not have believed such a thing was even possible without exposure from all the media, independent of the money interests

involved.

If one wants to know the nature of things, I suggest reading the entire book of Job. In that book, we see the workings of angels under

God devising a wager as to whether Job will or will not curse God and die. God took the wager! He won because of the unwavering

loyalty of Job. The Arst sign is when the Media is biased by money interests to either ignore truth or to actively lie about what happens.

Especially when less than 7% of the population actually owns this media body and soul.

They are therefore directed as to what can be published and what cannot be published. The wage situation also ineuences things. Are

you willing to be Anancially ruined by standing up against a major corporation with massive amounts of money to use against you?

Because that also happens to be the truth. The irony of the situation is those that went along in order to live now likely will die of the

very shots in contention. I suggest most of the people taking the shots will go down that path and die.

About 7 or 8 years ago, astronomers found an unlikely event with unidentiAable objects orbiting the giant planet Neptune. At the time, i

wondered what was up. I stand by the implication that we may be manipulated by forces unknown to all of us. IF the shots produce a

situation in which most people over 50 will eventually die of complications of the jab or jabs, what should that tell all of us? If

successful pregnancies suddenly end in miscarriages . . .
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Eventually their nefarious acts, dirty deeds and WEF skullduggery will catch up (they are catching up - courts are siding in favor of the

people) They will be hunted down like the villagers going after Dr. Frankenstein (Including the current incarnation "Dr." Falsi. I feel awful

for the people who yielded or were suckered in and are now suffering horrid effects, damaged immune systems and tragedy. The

criminals will have no where to run and no where to hide. God Bless.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM
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They will continue to get away with murder because they found a *** in the armor. Humans!
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM
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Even today on mainstream TV in the UK a presenter was saying that her daughter was very ill in hospital with the eu. She had said to the

doctor that she had recently had the eu jab and he said "imagine how much worse it would be if she hadn't had it". How many times

have we heard that nonsense.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many times have we heard nonsense - period - not just "that" nonsense. I gave up taking doctors too seriously back in 2012,

when one of them (a cardiologist) told me I will have to be on a statin for the rest of my life because my LDL was too high.

Another recently prescribed a statin for me even though I had lowered my total cholesterol to 3.7 mmol/l, which is about 141

mg/dl and my LDL was at an all time low of 1.87 mmol/l. Thank you but no thank you. And thank you to Drs. Mercola, Bredesen,

Blaylock and Perlmutter -- I am now taking more saturated fats to raise my cholesterol levels and my total levels are back in the

"safe" range.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2022 11:00:53 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Utter insanity - some people have gone simply mad. They suffer denial of what they have done to the soul container that they

rented out for a few "human" years. They followed a false idol and Satan's lies God Bless.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2022 11:26:08 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not trust pharmakia or anything related to sick care. Do not know what my cholesterol numbers are and could not care less. I

stay away from doctors (exception: chiropractors), nurses, hospitals and certainly drugs. Last time I had the "eu" was 1995. Last

family doctor I had was in 1968. No over the counter drugs. If I need aspirin, I either have it 100% pure, no other ingredients (pull

back the label and read the poisons in your pain reliever, you'll be shocked) or I drink white willow bark tea (aspirin). Dr. Mercola

is serious when he says take CONTROL of your health. That means no one else is to direct it! It is more than worth the effort.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2022 5:47:56 PM
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afc999
Joined On 10/30/2011 12:18:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CHIEF LIARS, among others, that must be brought to account for all this, at least in the US, are FRAUDCI (and others at the

NIH/NIAID, such as the low-life sanctimonious hypocrite COLLINS, that have knowingly and consistently lied to everyone),

GATES(of-hell), BOURLA, the liars-in-chief of the FDA (Fast-track Drug-proAts Administration), CDC (Centers for Disease Creation and

ProAteering), the members of VRBPAC that voted unanimously (ie, either lacking-a-conscience sociopaths, or

ignoring-their-consciences criminally greedy frauds) for known to be ineffective, dangerous, even mortal shots for kids and babies), the

liars-in-chief of the MSM (esp. of CNN, MSNBC, Reuters, NYT, WP, Fox, et al). And there are many more, but that would be a good start

for me.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bell starts to toll in January for them. (Do not ask for whom the bell tolls - it tolls for thee (Dr. Falsi and your ilk.))
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps the way to reduce or limit vaccine mandates would be to require any employer or school district requiring vaccination to be

liable for any harm or death caused by that vaccine. It won't buy back the lives lost or health permanently destroyed, but it should make

them think twice about requiring vaccination.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nov. 22...Another anniversary of the big-bang takeover of America by deep state imperial warlovers...and the constant scamming of the

nation...It was a very dark Thanksgiving w Cronkite and dirges, nobody was hungry/just deeply disturbed...and the big lies just keep

coming...no surprises here.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whether it's PAzer or the WEF or the G20 talking about perpetual vaccination, this stuff is happening in the open. These people no

longer try to hide what they are doing, yet every day I run into people who have no idea about any of this. Are we so blinkered by the

screens of our smartphones as to have no clue about the outside world? Perhaps worse, there is an entire generation and then some -

and it is a big segment of the population - for whom freedom has no real meaning. The concept of individual liberty means very little to

people who grew up in a surveillance state being told that the planet was going to implode due to human activity.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our government continually gets caught telling lies, and yet so many fully trust anything coming from the government.

Apparently if you repeat even the most obvious lies often enough they are perceived to be true, even if they contradict what is

right in front of you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2022 9:22:30 AM
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